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Who are we?
Stafford Bridge is an established proven supplier of
unique heritage doors and windows. Operating from our
UK based production facility, we design, manufacture
and install bespoke heritage doorsets and windows that
are aesthetically appropriate and provide multi-threat
security.

Our business prides itself on providing unique high quality security solutions which not only stand the test of
time but also keep the facility secure. This is proven by our commitment to testing our doorsets and
windows to appropriate European standards such as LPCB LPS1175 (physical security) or EN1634 (ﬁre
resistance). Furthermore, our experience with heritage building projects has seen us build relationships with
organizations such as Historic England (formally known as English Heritage) to ensure that our doors and
windows match the character of the building and are suitable for use on historic and grade 1/2 listed
buildings. Our efforts on specialist heritage projects (in fact on all projects) mean that we go above and
beyond to provide our customers with the project satisfaction their building deserves.

TOTAL COMMITMENT, COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE
We offer a comprehensive service to ensure
integrity and security:
DESIGN
* Standard and bespoke packages
* Operational analysis and technical advice
* Site survey and scheduling
BRITISH MANUFACTURING
* All doors are manufactured at Stafford Bridge,
Bedfordshire, UK
INSTALLATION SERVICE
* Complete ﬁtting of doorsets by fully trained
in-house installers
ON SITE SUPPORT
* 4 hour callout 24 hours a day
* Planned maintenance

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
We understand after many years of experience that a
successful project is not solely about product.
Understanding the client’s needs and working closely
with the supply chain is an essential part of the whole
process:
* Operational analysis and technical advice
* Site survey and scheduling
* Product manufacture and supply
* Bespoke design systems
* Installation
* Planned maintenance
* On-going support
CUSTOMER CARE
Our customer care is second to none. That is why we
can boast an exceptional level of customer loyalty. Solid
business relationships have been built on the trust
earned by our dedication to providing the best security
solution for every challenge that our customers
confront us with.
VISIT STAFFORD BRIDGE
As we are British manufacturers we would be happy to
demonstrate our capabilities with a tour of the factory
facilities so that you can get a feel for the quality of
work that Stafford Bridge produces on a daily basis. If
you’re interested in working with us to create a bespoke
heritage solution for your organisation or client, get in
contact via email or phone.
Stafford Bridge Limited, Bedford Road, Pavenham,
Bedfordshire, MK43 7PS, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1234 826 316 Fax: +44 (0) 1234 826 319
Email: sales@staffordbridge.com

www.staffordbridge.com

Heritage Projects & Organizations
Hart Lane Water Tower - Luton

BEFORE

AFTER

Stafford Bridge supplied a double leaf Sandhurst doorset with radius head to suit existing building structure to the
Hart Lane Water Tower in Luton. The external doorset and frame is constructed from solid oak ﬁnished with a stained
ﬁnish (samples can be supplied). The Sandhurst doorset can be designed to ﬁt most structures and maintain the
original aesthetical appeal of more traditional joinery doorsets whilst providing various performance features
security, ballistic, blast, ﬁre and acoustic ratings.
To secure the facility a Surelock McGill Slimline multi-point locking system was ﬁtted to the internal side of the door,
along with Surelock McGill heavy duty hinges and bolts. To keep the prevailing character of the door the old hinges and
external looped door handle were used and the new cylinder guard was painted gloss black to match.
Surveyed, designed, manufactured and installed by our team ensured a successful project and smooth handover for
the end user.

These are just some of the organisations we have worked with in the past:
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MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

Assessed to ISO 9000:2008
LPCB Cert No. 516-2

VERSION CONTROL: 16-4-18

